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The Need For COVID Reparations
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Authored by Adam Coleman via The Epoch Times,

I’m no different from many Americans who still possess anger at how people were
mistreated for questioning narratives, forced into struggling economic positions,
and repeatedly lied to about the efficacy of lockdowns and vaccines by the most
powerful people and institutions in the world.

I still possess animosity toward the formerly respectable so-called experts who’ve
become compromised by their political biases and the fear of losing their high status
in society if they were to divorce from the narrative and marry objectivity. How can I trust
again a media apparatus that guilted an entire population of people into getting an
experimental vaccine while simultaneously being sponsored by Big Pharma?

We all want a way to move forward, because anger only breeds more anger, not
forgiveness. But it’s also not advisable for us to gloss over the damage that was
done to appease the conscience of the people who are now remorseful for their
participation in perpetuating falsehoods and who cheered on the social demise of
dissenters.

Despite the call for a blanket amnesty discussed in the Atlantic’s op-ed titled “Let’s
declare a pandemic amnesty,” I believe we should strive for something that’s more
succinct in providing a form of justice that would relieve much of the bitterness that
we’ve been carrying for years: COVID reparations.

Often when we discuss reparations, it’s with the concept of throwing an arbitrary
amount of cash at people in hopes that it satisfies enough of them in the process, but
what I’m advocating for is a reparation that’s socially restorative, fair, and directly
benefits the people who were impacted by the injustice.

First, there needs to be a satisfactory acknowledgment of guilt and an apology
directly aimed at the American public who were unjustly harmed. For example,
there needs to be a recognition of the people who are vaccine injured, and while they’re
the minority, their situations are disregarded by people, including medical professionals,
who continue to cling to the fallacy that COVID-19 vaccines provide no side effects.

There needs to be a national recognition of the mental damage inflicted upon our
children due to seemingly indefinite isolation because of extended lockdowns and
school closures, causing youth suicide attempts to soar.

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), in 2020, the
proportion of mental health-related emergency department visits among adolescents
aged 12–17 years increased by 31 percent compared with 2019. From Feb. 21 to March
20, 2021, emergency department visits due to suspected suicide attempts were 50.6
percent higher among girls aged 12–17 years than during the same period in 2019.

You can’t fix what you don’t acknowledge, and we can’t move forward without public
acknowledgment of all the negative consequences that stemmed from an overreaching
and politically blinded governmental apparatus and how they encouraged the private
sector to mimic their approach.

There should be restitution for the citizens who were forced out of their jobs and
other opportunities for refusing to get vaccinated, because this action was
motivated by the falsehood of the vaccination stopping the spread, which was
overtly stated by many bureaucratic figures, including the CDC Director Rochelle
Walensky.

In cities such as New York City, people, like my wife, were forced into an unfair
predicament of taking a vaccine that they weren’t fully comfortable being injected with
or losing their income, all based on the falsehood of it being the extinguisher of the
spread of this virus.

As part of the restitution, every employee who was negatively affected by this
should be allowed their positions back or given financial severance compensation
directly from their employer, and there should be the immediate reenlistment of
military members who were forced out due to this refusal.

Any small business owners who were forced out of business while corporate
conglomerates like Amazon, Target, and Walmart were permitted carte blanch
operational status should be allowed to file lawsuits against their local government that
used edict to choose the economic winners and losers.

Lastly, there should be guarantees of non-repetition by removing all unelected
bureaucratic figureheads who perpetuated vaccine falsehoods on behalf of Big Pharma,
advocated for lockdowns without regard for our economic survival or impact on our
children’s health, and fostered an environment where questioning medical decisions for
yourself made you a dissident instead of normal.

Laws should be created to prevent the federal government from providing blanket
immunity from lawsuits to pharmaceutical companies, because those companies
will undoubtedly put more emphasis on the speed of production and profits over
ethics and safety for the American public.

There are countless actions that could be made to show actual repentance for the
irreverence shown toward the American public, but there needs to be conscious action
alongside the rhetoric of progressing forward.

We haven’t truly learned the lessons from our recent mistakes if we’re willing to
continue to pretend that the wounds that were created by our overzealousness
aren’t still infected with unresolved acrimony.
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I work in the winter for an old farmer, his wife had throat cancer, early into
the pandemic her treatments  were discontinued  to protect someone from
getting a tickle in their throat 

She died of it 

My father had throat cancer in 2016 , was treated and today is fine 

The government murdered this woman 

There is no amount of money that can give this man back his wife
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Their words raise suspicion, know them by their deeds.

BGen. Jack Ripper
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Pedo says what? 
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Reparations cannot resurrect people.

psychopath
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People can resurrect people. The brainwashed are the dead.
The author is doing good things.

https://www.facebook.com/EpochTimesTrending/videos/ad
am-coleman-overcoming-a-poisonous-society-of-victims-
and-saviorsamerican-thoug/5781543545227214/

https://wrongspeak.net/adam-b-coleman/
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Message To PUREBLOODS…

https://rumble.com/v1mmn9w-a-message-to-the-
purebloods.html
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Precisely, so who is doing this genocide and why? Is it
because Charles, the Davos crew (and their superiors) want
another shot at fixing the world they so badly ruined? Is it a
culling of population in line with the farming of deer on an
estate? Is it because the HO (the banksters) want to reset
and move its base to Asia possibly because em-ploy-ees
are more flexible, productive and easier to discipline? There
are also very strange similarities that this whole plan fits
within the bibles framework. Is this on purpose? or is it
because the jig is up for the PONTIFEX-MAXIMUS
(Pope/Father) and the culling of people in the five-eyes
countries is because many have figured out their whopping
scams and false flags which go back centuries?   
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My blood is pure, it's pure hydrolic fluid.

Systems Planet
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just give me $ 5 million and forgiveness of all of my debt. 

lets just use the calfornia model. 

Since the precedence has already been set for reparation.  

Formerly Known As
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I welcome lawsuits against all of the universities, the
corporations, and other institutions that forced people into the
vax.

No class action, just millions of individual lawsuits for everyone
who was injured or had someone "die suddenly" after
receiving the mandated injections. Let them now pay for their
arrogance and hubris, and let them pay dearly.

We may not be able to go after Big Pharma because of the
corrupt government's immunity, but the rest of them are
vulnerable. Since there was no law stating they had to force
people, there was only "guidance", it seems like there is solid
legal footing for these lawsuits.

ConnectingTheDots
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You CAN go after Pharma court - immunity is NEVER
absolute under Common Law.   They can't go out and
murder people like they have and still expect immunity to be
enforced.  In general, "Bad Acts" from misrepresentation to
murder negate all immunity agreements and legislation.

And then their extralegal means...

JSG
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You can go after big pharma if there was fraud.  Given the
known lies, withholding of data, capture of regulators, etc.
this isn’t the bar it seems right now.

Murdoc9
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All you need to do is sue them in a State with sympathetic
Courts and common sense people

RestaurantReppin
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I didn't realise ZeroHedge dabbled in ConOp. They're not a minority,
you absolute scumbag, and saying people should 'just apologise'
for massacring large numbers of adults and children is an insult.

THEY MUST HANG FOR WHAT THEY DID.

TheUnderdog

there needs to be a recognition of the people who are
vaccine injured, and while they’re the minority
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An apology and payment will be enough, for starters.

natxlaw
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This article describes how I, and most people (including most
commenters here) should feel.

And yet, where I live in Florida's blue island, the vast majority
of people watch CNN, MSNBC, ABC, CBS, NBC and local
affiliates. They don't have a clue. They don't search for the
truth (they want it spoon fed to their normalcy bias). Many still
wear masks, always. Many, if not most, get their boosters and
their flu vax "on schedule" - they dutifully repeat the Mantra, "I
got Covid (or some other Flu) again this year. But I'm fully
boosted and vaxxed, so it wasn't as bad as it could have
been".

We have a long, long way to go.

Roacheforque
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Once you are on the train to Treblinka there is no point in
discussing what happens when the train arrives at its
destination.

Those people are all now lost to us.  It is time to move on.

NickelthroweR
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Great point about Florida. Totalitarian socialism is insidious.
For many years, Canada had been undergoing a political
and social transformation that Americans wrote off with
glibness. Even Canadians thought the hate speech laws and
media hype was just politics as normal. Now it's too late. By
my estimate the USA is where Canada was 15-20 years ago
(but on an expedited timeline due to imminent financial
disaster). Once Florida succumbs... It's lights out for
freedom. Texas is already gone.

LetsGoBrandon
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You must live in one of the bigger cities like Miami. I live in
the more rural areas and haven't experienced the situation
you describe. 

BTW, I've had an ulcer recently that normally I MAY have
gone to the hospital for and received a blood xfusion. That's
out of the question now that the blood supply has been
polluted. 

I fell the F out, landed on my ass in the kitchen...lack of
blood to the brain.  I've done my research and am doing fine
now. My ass still hurts though. 

CoolHandLuke
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 Then Nuremburg II?

Laughing Snake
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no, dog is right there must be real punishment, otherwise
these assholes will just do

it all again

north island kiwi
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Hang. And confiscate their profits. 

CC713Techman
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That is a very sad story but, you are very wrong to be equating the
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MOREPEOPLFWELLDIE
EROMOArAnTNeTHAN
THEVIRUS #Deathsotdespair

WILL THE DOLLAR KILL THE EM
"ILLUSION"?

Source: Refinitiv

Long EM vs DM is one of the biggest
consensus trades out there, all currently
built on facts that have already
happened. The most recent move in th…
dollar is very interesting. The EEM/SPPY
has already moves sharply lower. We
haven't seen this type of EM
underperformance since "forever". Even
more pain for "smart" punters...
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actual Covid bioweapon (not a false positive test) with a "tickle in the
throat".

You're talking to someone who was somewhat lung damaged by it.
Don't know the degree.  The Coof is not a sniffle.
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The seasonal flu kills just the same as what they call covid 19

Because that's what it is 

Pizza the Hutt
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Covid was a fucking bioweapon that was the precursor for the
vaccine to "cure it."  Don't let them convince you it was just the
flu.  This whole thing.  All of it.  Is a fucking psyop.

SafeAndEffective
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Yes.....it is so monsterous in proportion and diabolical people
don't have the imagination to see pure evil anymore as they
are so brainwashed by 24/7 (((media narrative)))

ZH Influencer
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Yes, Covid was so monstrous and diabolical that the
average age of death is above the average age of life
expectancy. All of you Covid fear mongering retards are
tools of the  Deep State and China.

https://rumble.com/v21wdv0-how-the-us-and-china-
colluded-on-covid-with-michael-p-senger-052-stay-
free-.html
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MAiD but with a business suit on.

dltff-ya
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I am convinced it is simply the flu rebranded 

Pizza the Hutt
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You are of the same mind as those who thought Covid to be
the black plague. You each have just adopted irrational
opposite ends of the spectrum.

You are simply "convinced" b/c it's what you want to
believe - just like the jab lovers.

Choose intelligence - it produces a better outcome.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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It's real.  There a tons of people that got messed up by it... I
have family that have seemingly lost their sense of smell
and taste as well as cardiovascular problems etc... It was/is
a bio weapon... Particularly the old variants that don't exist
anymore. 

Castor gordo el tercero
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I was on the fence.

Castor gives good arguments that Covid actually is real. 

And don't forget that this "pandemic" was planned.

They sure didn't let this crisis go to waste.

ConanTheTrollSlayer 

🗡
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they created both the fake crisis and the fake solution.

hegelian dialectic before your very eyes.

they lied and murdered. classic genocide.

eugenicists at work.

keeper20
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They've published the stratified mortality rates and actually
COVID a lot less deadly than the flu in young people. In old
people it's closer to the flu, but everything is more
dangerous the older you get. My family all got COVID about
the time they were talking about the delta variant. Only I had
the jnj jab kids and wife didn't. For the kids it was very mild.
My son went to work with it. I was sick for a few days, less
severe than the flu. My wife was out for a few weeks. But
recovered just fine. 

Herbert C. Noodleman
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a combo of H1N1 and VicB late 2019  knocked me round
worse than covid. I did go get the kids pneumonia jab in
march 20(kids version is safer doesnt use Phenol as
adjuvant sterilant)

got covid in dec and zero lung follow ons but had been
remiss with Ivm doses  so self inflicted;-(

did get fatigue and severe  balance issues following it for
some 4 weeks, even taking IVM to try and belatedly
couteract damage

Amicus Curiae
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Nope. There was some strange virus circulating. My own
family member lost sense of taste and smell.  But was it
deadly? No. 

Brian107
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Not even the CDC spews your level of BS.

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/symptoms/flu-vs-covid19.htm
 

If you are congested and lose your sense of smell, you lose
your sense of taste as well as anyone who has had
the common cold knows. Taste and smell go hand in hand
and anyone who claims this is a unique Covid symptom is a
delusional idiot.

 

 

ohm

Nope. There was some strange virus circulating.

You cannot tell the difference between flu and
COVID-19 by the symptoms alone

My own family member lost sense of taste and
smell.
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I have never taken the flu vaccine, I get the flu every 5-7
years and tough it out. 

 I got the coof, and it was not the flu. Sense of taste was
really messed up, everything tasted like salt. I was listless
and restless, which is a weird combination. Nothing at all
like the flu, which throws me into a delirious fever for a day
and then I'm done 

My main memory of the coof was how long and boring it
was. After 5 days I finally got sick of sitting around and went
and did some mowing in the hot sun which seemed to
finally kill it. 

The coof is real, but it was a crappy bioweapon that
weakened rapidly until it's just became a weak seasonal
sickness. 

 

 

 

WeLikeToFiddleWhileRomeBurns
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And this is different from being congested and losing your
sense of taste and smell how?

ohm

I got the coof, and it was not the flu. Sense of taste
was really messed up, everything tasted like salt.
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Anyone remember the Tylenol poisonings 40 years or so ago?
They are the reason otc drugs have a seal now. It seems the
original poisonings came from the factory, but then copycats
were tampering with product on the shelves.

Laughing Snake
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there is no virus

north island kiwi
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No,  the coof was designed so they would get you whether you
took the treatments or not. They did not fully succeed,  but this
was their goal. I have read most of the published research papers
from the Wuhan clinic from 2003 until 2018 about their bat
coronavirus research (funded and aided and abetted by both the
US and Canadian govt labs -- they got a lot of the virus samples
they took genetic material from to add to the viruses they were
developing from Canadian labs as the middleman bvetween the
USA and China).  Throughout all of the published studies,  they
were repeating the same basic experimental procedure over and
over,  with different bat viruses and genetic material from viruses
obtained from the West.   They were trying to infect an African-
American cell line (HeLa) by treating it with a modified HIV (Aids)
virus,  and then used plasmids to add genes to the cells that
caused the cells to make both extra human AND bat ACE2
receptors.  This was so the virus would infect human cells using
the bat ACE2 receptors and the virus mutations that was best at
using both the bat & human ACE2 versions would reproduce
better.  After many generations of infection in either ferrets or
chinese tree shrews,  both of which have very human like ACE2
receptors,  those viruses from the first experiment that best
infected cells with human like ACE2 would be developed,  and
then retested in the HeLa cells,  this time without the added bat
ACE2 genes,  but with the modified HIV infection.  The modified
HIV was used to try to insert certain sequences common to HIV,
smallpox and ebola into the experimental coof.   This is why the
coof is so distant from the wild bat corona viruses... it has genetic
sequences from other diseases as well as the genes to to allow it
to infect cell via the human ACE2 receptors.   It took the CCP and
Western labs over 15 years to develop this weapon with the spike
protein from the mRNA jabs...  and the mRNA jabs were
developed to mess up one of the major DNA repair mechanisms
by forcing the cells to overproduce a subunit of a different DNA
repair mechanism that used a common subunit with the fouled up
one... Massive overproduction of the one subunit uses up the
common subunit,  meaning that little of the other repair enzyme
gets produced.  (Example:  If you have equal numbers of two
different fish that eat the same food in a tank and you add many
more of one type of fish,  the other type of fish gets starved as it
is competing with many more of the first type).

I.M.Notamoose
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I literally had an attorney try to argue and defend the mRNA
vaccines tonight. He used his personal measles issue he had
as a child to defend his point. Are people literally this stupid…
YEP, they are. Wish I could share all the dialogue but his
consistent argument was that I’m a conspiracy theorist and his
girl friend works in the clinical field. Felt like I was debating my
grade school nephews. I’m still kind of stunned at the utter
ignorance and blind faith indoctrination. Geez! 

Z Freedom
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stupid and dangerous

imagine world war z movie and you are surrounded by these
zombies now, yes, they do not run and grunt and look
decomposed but the mentality is the same

 

NoPasaran
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Attorneys have been the worst.  I only know two attorneys
who are not injected and I'm one of the two.

PMS Mainstreeter
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Vaccine shills always fall back on ye olden obscure cases
(measles, polio, mumps) to justify why they should be given
de jure free pass to kill people with their poison shots.

Even if we entertain the absurd notion pharmaceutical
companies cared all those years ago (spoiler alert: they
didn't, a great many were responsible for the viral
outbreaks, see also vaccine caused polio), that is a
gambler's fallacy to assume they always will, and irrelevant
to dismiss current, clear evidence of criminal malfaesance
based on the 'feels' of a measles shot that one person got
some years ago (I bet it wasn't even by the same
manufacturer).

It's a bit like a black person insisting lynchings didn't
happen because as a child he once rode on a rope-based
tyre swing where nothing happened. It's a total non-
sequitur.

TheUnderdog

He used his personal measles issue
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Goebbels would be proud.

cocoa2000
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Its about ego, and of course propaganda, as you suggest.
This is a global challenge, the normies.

pachadwick
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Dunning-Kruger to the max.   This attorney thinks he's
smarter than he really is and then jumps well beyond his
level of competence.  Because of a "flaw" in our brain
biology. 

On the savannah, making a decision and taking is
marginally better than being paralyzed and doing nothing. 
But we no longer live on the savannah with the same
threats.  Now being conservative and stepping back for
thought and analysis results in better survival odds.   COVID
vaccines are the clear and obvious proof of that.

This is also part of why any truly smart person you meet is
shockingly modest and very strictly bound to the scientific
method:  they smart/knowledgeable enough to know
that they do NOT and can NOT actually know
everything! 

So stepping back and using analysis based on the scientific
methods, which makes no assumptions about the axioms of
the model but relies on empirical evidence and an analytic
procedures, is safer and better.

STEM depends upon axioms.   Axioms are unprovable facts
that one must start with to create all other conclusions. 
Originally from geometry and math such as the assumption
that "parallel lines never meet" but they apply to everything
in STEM.  

Gödel proved in the early 20th century that axioms can
never be proven.  And Einstein and others proved that there
are unknowables even in hard science because of quantum
mechanics.  And the third item in this trifecta is Chaos
theory which assures nothing is entirely measurable even
without Gödel and Einstein.  This is the fundamental
limitation of what rationality can achieve and it's the
opening for established forms of spirituality to fill the gaps
and allow life to be livable rather than a freak show of fear.

Most people today are practicing "Scientism" which is a
purely religious Doppelganger of actual science that has
the same inversion of process as a cult, religion or
ideology: conclusion proceeds empirical reality and
empirical reality must change to fit the conclusion. 

This what Fauci and their crew all practice.  They are not
scientists - the are cult leaders of scientism.  This is what
most universities today practice as well.  And corporations. 
And governments.   They don't have any familiarity with
anything STEM discovered in the 20th century. 

It's very clear they still live in the 19th century
"Watchmaker's Universe" - everything they do and say is
clearly presuming a mechanistic, 100% predictable and
controllable reality which science of the 20th century has
already proven can never exist. 

The answer is to embrace the uncertainty when you must
("The uncertainly exists, I can not control it but we can build
robust, anti-fragile systems around it") but find other
answers when even this strategy is too much of an ask. 
That gap-filler is traditional religion and spiritual traditions -
that's how big the gap discovered in the 20th century really
is.

The problem is Scientism followers think they can get
existential answers from post-Modernism.  This is basically
the insanity of doing the same thing over and and over
again expecting a different result.  There are a few insights
possible but it can never be a deviation from the
fundamental reality that axioms can be proven.  Post-
Modernism literally creates new axioms at random with the
mistaken belief that it is still science by doing that. 

We as humans can NEVER abandon empirical reality and
have our models of that ever work for us.   There are no
viable axioms to hold onto or base anything from in post-
Modernism itself.   One has to remain "based" in empirical
reality and simply accept we can't literally know or control
everything in the universe. 

Nope.  Post-Modernism actually makes things (far, far)
worse which is why everything they touch turns to shit. 

And our brain biology isn't built for that.  And without any
irony, no silicon brain is either - in fact silicon brains are far
more dependent on viable axioms than even human brains
are.   Our brains are "embodied" far too much and silicon
brains don't even have the concept as part of their design.
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so you mean we are all soon dead, injection or not?

well then...I'm gonna make myself a sammich, fk it

NoPasaran
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not necessarily.

www.cureforvax.world

Look up "BromAc" remarkably, Brasicas and
Pineapple....nature at work.

pachadwick
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It took the CCP and Western labs over 15 years to develop...

Upon reading this statement I sat stunned letting it sink in. 15
years. I cannot even imagine the level of inhuman hate that
was/is behind these words. Their intention was/is to murder
you, your children, all your loved ones with NO remorse. Let
THAT sink in.

BrightBlueSkies
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This is why there will never by an apology or recognition
from those that created this mess.

Market Pulse
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BlueSkies - Why are you surprised, really?  History is littered
with evil people like that and the horrid events they
perpetrate.

The only difference here is the scale.

Not new...

No_Pretzel_Logic
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Moose - Very good comment (paragraphs help, btw).

The late Luc Montagnier, French Doc responsible for
discovering HIV, stated this in 2020.

According to Montagnier, the "presence of elements of HIV
and germ of malaria in the genome of coronavirus is highly
suspect and the characteristics of the virus could not have
arisen naturally."   Luc Montagnier - Wikipedia

I do have concern that the original Delta variant has left
residual in some people (like me) that keeps flaring and
causing continual illness (like me).

No_Pretzel_Logic

 this time without the added bat ACE2 genes,  but with
the modified HIV infection.  The modified HIV was
used to try to insert certain sequences common to HIV,
smallpox and ebola into the experimental coof. 
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In high school I drove my one teacher nuts.  I tended to
write very long sentences that were NOT run-on
sentences... well over 100 words...  but to break up the
sentence into more would require double ot triple the
number of words...

I.M.Notamoose
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What do you think, or know, about basis of Montagnier's
claim? I can't imagine he would make it without having seen
that himself.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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bingo

canadian made 3.1
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it's 300x less deadly than the vaccine for it, is what it is.

And ivermectin cured it btw.

Juche Tony
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that's the worst part. morans had a healthy solution to the
luciferian trap, and they refused.

they jumped off the cliff anyway; they believed the lie that
hcq/zinc didn't work. that was the open gate. that was freedom,
that was destruction of the fake regime. it was very clear.

they failed to protect us. the leaders were infiltrated and
incompetent and they fucked up.
they let the crown take our country.

no respect for the average human any longer.

keeper20
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A classic example of "You can lead a horse to water but you
can't make him drink."

JSG
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That's horse paste. 

😆😂

cocoa2000
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www.cureforvax.world

Look up "BromAc" remarkably, Brasicas and Pineapple....nature
at work.

pachadwick
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that doesn't surprise me in the least.

Broccoli (or Brussels sprouts) are the number one good-for-
you veg. And pineapple is the closest thing outside of humans
to mimic the enzymes used by the stomach to break down
meat.

Juche Tony
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and they still can,t prove virus,s exist, my bet is it is emr
poisoning

they have been testing 5g globally since "covid" started

the symptoms are EXACTLY  the same

north island kiwi
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If you get pneumonia, you get lung damage.  I had covid, a mild
fever for 3 days, that's it.  The flu disappeared for 2 years because
they were counting it as covid.  The PCR test proves NOTHING. 
The flu is also a corona virus.

Yippitykiyay
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Actually, it's interesting you bring that up because Dr Zev
Zelenko, who was outspoken at the start and treated 1000s of
Covid patients with existing drugs said this in an interview in
about Summer 2021....

....at a point in later 2020 he began giving his patients who tested
positive for Covid also a flu test and it came back negative every
time. He had almost no patients during that period test positive
for the flu!  Then he very carefully parsed his words and subtly
suggested that another unique thing in that period was that flu
shots were not being given. 

He meant listeners to read-between-the-lines and grasp that,
maybe, annual flu shots are mostly responsible for giving
people the flu.

 

No_Pretzel_Logic
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I'm not suprised at all. I've concluded this from anecdotal
evidence.

ConanTheTrollSlayer 

🗡
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ALONG WITH VITAMINS and MINERALS. In fact,  the late Dr
Zev Zelenko himself stated that HCQ is ineffective on its own
without the addition of vitamins and minerals. If you want to
take HCQ, fine, at least it is not toxic like vaccines. However,
there is zero evidence other than worthless population studies
that HCQ is effective on its own and that goes for Ivermectin
as well.

 

You don’t want to get sick? Get good nutrition, take Vitamin
D3, get outdoor exercise, get plenty of sleep and keep your
stress levels low. There is no magic pill or vaccine that
compensates for poor lifestyle choices.

ohm

Actually, it's interesting you bring that up because Dr
Zev Zelenko, who was outspoken at the start and
treated 1000s of Covid patients with existing drugs
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You left zinc off your list, this is the ionophore transport
agent through the cell wall.

slickrock
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I agree. However, sufficient levels of Zimc are easy to obtain
in your diet unless you are a vegetarian or vegan moron. 
https://www.myfooddata.com/articles/high-zinc-foods.php

Whereas Vitamin D is not really a vitamin at all but a
hormone since it is something your body manufactures itself
when you are out in the sunlight. This is why people living in
the North, especially dark skinned people are subject to
Vitamin D deficiency.

https://www.myfooddata.com/articles/high-vitamin-D-
foods.php
You want to take Vitamin D3 as a gel cap and when you
eat fatty foods since Vitamin D is fat soluable. Otherwise,
taking  Vitamin  D3 does you no good.

 

ohm
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if you are going to believe the Voodoo virus flu theory, at least
accurately espouse that theory. The Voodoo practitioners
claim there are many varieties of flu virus and so each year,
they try to guess which magical flu viruses will be prevalent
and design their Juju vaccines accordingly. Even the Voodoo
practitioners themselves admit that if they guess wrong, their
Juju vaccine will have no benefit and only have side effects.

 

This also means that there is no single Voodoo test that can
detect all variants of the magical flu. 

ohm

....at a point in later 2020 he began giving his patients
who tested positive for Covidalso a flu test and it came
back negative every time
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This jives with my own research showing numerous vaccine
labs and researchers directly or indirectly responsible for many
well known viral outbreaks.

TheUnderdog

He meant listeners to read-between-the-lines and
grasp that, maybe, annual flu shots are mostly
responsible for giving people the flu.
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One has to wonder if some of those were intentional
outbreaks.

You'll appreciate this.  Vaccines: Gateway Drugs by Design •
Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org)

Vaccines give the illness that then gets treated with already
designed drugs to "treat" the illnesses?

 

No_Pretzel_Logic
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I 100% believe that the flu shot causes the flu.  The single time
I got the flu, was after I got the shot.

It also seems to be the M.O. of the monsters in charge.  They
profit each year from poisoning us, as well as cull a
percentage of the population, who coincidentally also tend to
use the most resources, and provide the least amount of
economic utility (the old and unhealthy). 

 

Sophia Aurelius
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"... provide the least amount of economic utility (the old and
unhealthy)." 

Cruise line operators,  pharma, hospitals, nursing home
owners and a whole lot of others who depend on the
existence of olds for employment/profit would like to have a
word with you.

Diorama
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Exactly the same, here. Wife conned me into getting my first
(and last) flu shot. I became sick as a dog with the flu. Worst
case I ever had. 

TKG1
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So, let me connect the various pieces of info here.

IF it is true that the annual flu shots are the biggest culprit of
giving people the flu (I imagine it can be contagious from
there with sneezing and coughing, etc.) then those who
continue to espouse that Covid was the flu rebranded are
entirely wrong.

A - Zelenko's own testing is one proof of that. Almost no flu
positives in a years time (coinciding with when flu shots
weren't being given)

B - His patients were symptomatic, did test positive for
Covid and did respond to his treatment for it. So, if they
were bogus Covid tests and it wasn't the flu --- WHAT did
they have?

There's more nasty stuff related to the Covid bioweapon
but, I'm not sure some are ready to hear it.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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The contagiousness of the flu is another one of your
evidence free beliefs. During the Spanish flu, tests were
done with prisoners where hospitalized Spanish flu patients
coughed, sneezed, their mucous was spread into their eyes
and not a signal prisoner got sick.

 

No, once again, you are entirely wrong.

https://www.rt.com/op-ed/504625-covid19-flu-
disappeared-replaced/

 

You do realize that even before Covid, almost zero flu cases
were confirmed by testing and were just estimated based
on symptoms.

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/burden/faq.htm
 

Flu tests are highly dubious.

 

The question is what did his patients respond to? The HCQ
or the vitamins and minerals given along with HCQ? Even
the most fervent HCQ advocate admits that HCQ does not
prevent or cure Covid alone. Even Dr. Zelenko’s own Covid
prophylaxis protocols contain only vitamins and
minerals and NO HCQ.

https://vladimirzelenkomd.com/prophylaxis-protocol/

 

Flu like symptoms caused by a weakened immune system
due to poor nutrition, lack of sleep,  high stress or poor
lifestyle choices.

I’m glad you have enough self control to keep some of your

ohm

So, let me connect the various pieces of info here.

IF it is true that the annual flu shots are the biggest
culprit of giving people the flu (I imagine it can be
contagious from there with sneezing and
coughing, etc.)

 

then those who continue to espouse that Covid was
the flu rebranded are entirely wrong.

A - Zelenko's own testing is one proof of that.
Almost no flu positives in a years time (coinciding
with when flu shots weren't being given)

B - His patients were symptomatic, did test positive
for Covid and did respond to his treatment for it.
 

So, if they were bogus Covid tests and it wasn't the
flu --- WHAT did they have?

There's more nasty stuff related to the Covid
bioweapon but, I'm not sure some are ready to hear
it.
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I’m glad you have enough self control to keep some of your
BS to yourself.
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40% of the common colds are also coronaviruses... just not bat
coronaviruses.

I.M.Notamoose
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If you know that, you must also know influenza is not
coronavirus. Why don’t you correct those here who say
otherwise?

John Evergreen
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While I agree that the inflenza virus is not coronavirus...  I
did make a post explaining that the coof was bioengineered
over almost 2 decades (per the published research papers
from 2003 to 2018 detailing the Chinese research) with
US/Canada help.  It appears to have gotten out a bit too
early for their plan to work,  because it did not kill as
effectively as it was supposed to do.  It appears to have
been a two tiered approach,  a deadly disease to scare the
populace by killing off over 10-20% of the world population
with a gene editing treatment that would eventually kill 80%
of the treated populations over 2-3 years,  and sterilize or
modify the offspring of the survivors of the treatment.

I.M.Notamoose
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Mullis had to go!

Duke of Somerset

PCR test proves NOTHING
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And your scientific facts are what specifically? You have an isolated
sample drawn from your blood that’s been purified under glass? Me
and the world will await your sample and lab proof. Please prove it. 
 

Z Freedom
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we should be careful to not villify those who share ideas and
observations. we cannot trust the media, all we have left is each
other.

that said, we must continue to insist on rigor and truth in sharing
information, and we should destroy and delete any sources that
are false or deceptive.

jmho.

fuck the media.

keeper20
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Agreed 

Z Freedom
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Well put.  We need to share our experiences and our
anecdotes, even if our experiences are different.

Untrustworthy trolls need to be called out and ruthlessly
mocked, however. 

Sophia Aurelius
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Well, you will only occasionally find that on here.  There are too
many 'believers' in all sorts of fake memes, chosen
conclusions, altered pictures and more. 

And they will dig their heels in and defend their 'beliefs' with
nothing factual or even anecdotal to front. That's happened at
least twice on here since last night.  There's also a strong
tendency on ZH to latch onto echo chambers that simply fit a
chosen bias.

Just saying, you won't get the best discussions / examinations
here.

No_Pretzel_Logic

...we must continue to insist on rigor and truth in
sharing information
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>You're talking to someone who was somewhat lung damaged by it.

Get your hypocondria treated.

Leonine
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You got spike proteined and graphene oxided from shedding and
aerial spraying. There is no covid 19 since not one single source has
shown a purified sample it exists as much as menstruating men.

Kolchak
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Let's see your sources for those claims. Thanks...

No_Pretzel_Logic
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I know of a few more examples of this in my life personally. People
went undiagnosed or untreated because of "covid" and died.

And yet people entrust their whole lives, literally, to their government.

Giovanni Silencio
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This is the problem.  I’m a capitalist but we are in over our heads in
the quicksand of crony corporatism.   
 

Mustard Tiger

How can I trust again a media apparatus that guilted an
entire population of people into getting an experimental
vaccine while simultaneously being sponsored by Big
Pharma?
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Yeah a free market rewards integrity and service. The
racketeering schemes that cascade throughout all levels of
rigged markets punishes it. It has been a slow boil, but as to how
anyone can believe we have anything resembling free markets
after say 2011, with the bailouts and insurance mandates called
healthcare, delusion is all I can think of to explain it. 

Turbo_diesel
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It's not a free market when the government intervenes with
mandates AND with removing liability for vaccine injuries. 
Without those two factors, the mRNA jabs would have gone
nowhere.  The Big Pharma corporatons would have taken their
safety testing more seriously and probably would not have
released the mRNA crap at all.  And who knows, simple
treatments with ivermectin and HCQ might have made the
whole Covid mess go away in a few months.

Dabooda
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How long before the Vax Slaves demand reparations?
Move over, 1619 Project.

Moneycircus1
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My elderly mom had to skip her scheduled biannual preventive medical
evaluation in April of 2020, because medical offices closed their doors
to routine, non-emergency care out of "an abundance of caution"
regarding a sensationalized yet rarely fatal illness of dubious origin.  As
such, her case of multiple myeloma -- a fairly aggressive form of
cancer -- was not noticed and addressed until November of 2020. 

For 90 days, she went through aggressive chemo, beat the cancer into
remission, and ended treatment.  In April of 2020, the entire staff of her
oncologist office was shocked to hear she passed suddenly and
unexpectedly...  12 days after her Moderna jab.

There will be no amnesty, from me, for all the "highly trained" medical
professionals who set aside their basic critical thinking skills
to defer decision-making unto others... to the determent of the public
they were supposed to be serving.

 

Hiros Edge
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My wife got coerced into taking the jab after her heart surgery in
Feb. 2020, just before the hospitals filled up & all hell broke loose. 
Then she got coerced into the 2nd jab & 3 months later got cancer &
had double mastectomy.  Because of the surgeries she wasn't able
to take her herbs that were keeping her arthritis at bay, and it flared
up to where she couldn't use her hands to the point that she
couldn't even hold a book to read for too long.  Now that her
arthritis has flared up, it's damaged her lungs and has to carry an
oxygen tank when she walks for more than 5 minutes.  In all this,
she has the joy of the Lord, because she knows where she's going.  

Yippitykiyay
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I am so sorry

pachadwick
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There is nothing more valuable and important sir, than what you
wife has received in the joy of our Lord where she will receive
comfort and piece for all eternity.

I pray both of you receive the quiet comfort of the Spirit of God
as that is the only true comfort you will ever need. 

PrinceOfTheRavens
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i feel for your loss 

but you see, all we do is talk, and then we bend over and take it into
the tail pipe

the next iteration of "pandemic" will come sooner or later, they are
talking about global vaccination database for the upcoming multi-
dose "vaccines"

I think people should start thinking about saving their souls most
likely at the cost of their lives

NoPasaran
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And mandatory vaccines as dictated by the WHO. Didn't Biden
sign that treaty?

Laughing Snake
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there are so many people like that farmer

but they swallow it and do nothing

that is why we are going into digital concentration camp the horrors of
which you cannot yet imagine

NoPasaran
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“And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things
have been like if every Security operative, when he went out at night
to make an arrest, ...

- solzenhitsyn

https://www.google.com/search?
q=how+we+burned+in+the+camps

appreciate your freedom, use it wisely to use it well.

keeper20
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I agree with reparations are not going to fix anything. Most here know
what will fix this and at least give people the comfort of knowing these
people won't be around to try it again. Another reservation I have is
that a ton of people who cheered and demanded everyone bow down
to the insanity are now """awake"""" to the absurdity and want a piece
for their self inflicted damages. But nothing will be done to prevent this
insanity from happening again. I guess as long as some people get
some money everything is all good because that's all that matters. I am

A Walking Peanut
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horrifying and all too common a lived experience- 

dcmbuffy
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But the author is suggesting an "apology", would that suffice?

Pregnant man
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There were many murdered because of refusal to acknowledge early
treatment,which was real.

Majorca
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Everyone involved in committing medical genocide needs to be held
accountability to the full extent of the laws similar to Nuremberg trials.
Coleman is right to call for reparations for everyone who has been
jabbed against their will and all the people who lost their jobs because
they refused to accept toxic mRNA jabs
There are over 2 million people with permanent mRNA injuries as
ported through CDC VAERS reporting.
All people who were psychologically manipulated either by MSM fear
campaign or social shaming involving excluding unvaxxed from public
travel or events, these people need to have Big Pharma pay for their
medical expenses for rest of their lives.
This was a bioweapon not a naturally occurring bat virus.
US Govt helped fund Wuhan and other biolab cv-19 gain of function
research so they must be also held accountable for reparations
Ask yourself why DAVOS elites are requiring unvaxxed pilots for their
private jets
Be Educated / Be Informed / Beware

Conservative Thought
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I basically got the two doses so I could continue my medical treatment.
I didn’t want to get them but felt pressured.  I had the feeling that it
was the wrong thing to do and I usually trust my instincts. Some were
so happy to get it, but I always feel that something you are pressured
and coerced to get can’t be good. 

Stravaig
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Reparations = the gallows 

EatMyAssLibtards
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Agreed... I don't need a nickel... I just want those responsible to feel
the fear of righteous justice... 

The_Dude
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27 Reply"
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I like it but it would never repair the trust that is now lost forever.

"We haven’t truly learned the lessons from our recent mistakes
if we’re willing to continue to pretend that the wounds that were
created by our overzealousness aren’t still infected with
unresolved acrimony." 

I learned one thing ... never trust the system again.

Bit like a military person kicked out ... We want you back! Why? To
do it all over again? And you know full well they will. The pandemic
put people into a perpetual state of war with those that rule over us.
If you even think about not taking that path Schwab is already
bragging about the next go round.

We are being rule by unelected elites who see destroying you
and all you care about as a game. 

GreatUncle
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To return some trust in the system the guilty would have to be
publicly executed in a manner which would discourage anyone
from copying them for centuries to come. Possibly eaten alive by
sand-flies, like those poor dogs Fauci murdered.

krda
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%

10 Reply"
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This*

Xious Respawns
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%

7

2 weeks ago
 (Edited)
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i want them greased; crushed literally into grease and
washed away with cheap green plastic hoses into a polluted
river.

keeper20
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Eaten alive by sandflies?  You twisted sadist!  Great idea, well
done.

Ex-Ex-Oligarch
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%

2 Reply"
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Repair? This is not about "repair", it is about making sure that
these people are removed from society and cannot instigate
scamdemic number 2. Personally I would shoot all the people
who deliberately worked on the release of these vaccines. They
all knew they would not work, after all, they had been trying to
get them to work for 20 years with no success. Shoot them, they
deserve no better treatment than a wild pig.

Pregnant man
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Preparation = H

Pizza the Hutt
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Does it cure canadas hemorroid called Trudeau?

EatMyAssLibtards
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12 Reply"%
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Sadly no 

Pizza the Hutt
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%
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 I bet it would work if you pumped it into his lungs.

Laughing Snake
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%

6 Reply"
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I get the impression Trudeau will be the next one to do an Ardern.
The horse-creature is his role model, after all.

krda
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%

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 weeks ago
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Please.  Horses are loving loyal beautiful animals.  The other
thing is a mutant psychopath.

C.wrangler
%

%

1 Reply"
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Dammit I sharks with frigging lasers on their heads …not I’ll
tempered sea bass!

JohnnyBravo9013
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 (Edited)
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No.  Give them the multiple masks,  quarantine for months and ALL of
the full treatment.  Non-aspirated Jabs (so it goes into their
veins/arteries and circulates), intubation/ventilation,  rundeathisnear....

I.M.Notamoose
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I like the cut of your jib.

NickelthroweR
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6 Reply"
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Make Guillotines Great Again! 

Blue Dingo
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Bullet is easier and you can charge the family for it. Guillotine is
better if you want to piss on the head.

Pregnant man
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Exactly. To hell with paying us off, I want these bastards shot.

JFRHorton
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41 Reply"
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They are still pushing the falsehoods today and still claim they are "safe and
effective." The vaxxine hoax has not ended. For example, doctors in
Commiefornia can still lose their license if they discuss the unsafety and/ or
ineffectiveness of these Jabbs.

Never One Roach
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%

4 Reply"
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still?

they will do this forever!

forever meaning until global vaccination databases for the new multi-
dose vaccines come online, then there will be silence, because you will
be forced into this setup (or else have no access to anything, including
grocery store most likely)

NoPasaran
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3 Reply"
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they must be stopped by force. we can repeat that quietly and
calmly, but they will not stop until they are stopped by force. the
sooner it is done, the better.

if it means some death is involved, we are ok with that. time for
them to die.

keeper20
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%

35 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 weeks ago
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When I saw biden and fauci on camera talking about "restricting interstate
travel to control the spread of the virus" after seeing everything they did the
prior 15 months and what was being done in other Western countries I knew
it was time to get out of Ca..

I sold my mortgage free house and shut down my successful contracting
buss.. I can say with 100% confidence I'm definitely in a much weaker
position than I was prior to this fascist takeover. 

I think some type of Nuremburg trials are justified and needed.

Anything less than that is approval and acceptance.

 

russellthetreeman
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Why blame someone else for your own poor decisions?

DogPox
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7 Reply"
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You were very smart to get out before they pass their wealth tax....

I.M.Notamoose
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we are way WAY beyond trials now

NoPasaran
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32 Reply"
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We saw their souls. Or lack of them. I will never look at people the same
again. I would argue that it was better not to have known what was really in
them. I wish we could go back. And for that reason, I am angry.

Dionysius Crucified
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4 Reply"
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Well put. Same. 

Xious Respawns
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%

29 Reply"
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I'm fine with anger breeding more anger, or red-hot hate when it's deserved.
There will never be any sort of closure from the same institutions that
perpetuated this crime.

Heads literally need to roll, this way the next time someone gets a similar
idea, they'll think twice.

Gaius Konstantine

We all want a way to move forward, because anger only breeds
more anger,
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%
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 (Edited)
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This.

There is a reason why every human society values the concept of
justice. And historically, the more advanced a civilization, the more
rigid their system of justice. Ancient cities in the middle east and
mediterranean often counted their beginnings from "lawgivers", semi-
mythical rulers who codified laws and thus brought them from
barbarism to civilization. This modern talk of "forgiveness" and
"apology" is what is driving our civilization to ruin. The evil won't stop
unless there is some kind of accountability, there is no incentive for the
evil people to stop what they're doing if all they have to do is pretend
they're sorry and then go on their merry way.

Someone once said, "Mercy to the guilty is cruelty to the victims." No,
I will not forgive people who tried to kill and maim me and my family
just because it is easier to avoid confrontation than to pursue justice.

BorgNine
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4 Reply"
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Well said my friend, well said indeed.

Gaius Konstantine
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 (Edited)
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in perfect calm, we know that these murderers must be executed if
they are to stop.

the royal house of england and their BIS must both be destroyed.

keeper20
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Those who knew better always did, and those who didn't never will.

Laws, courts, judges,and juries are a waste of time.

Thunderdome collapse is necessary for true revenge.

BGen. Jack Ripper
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Actually, I think plenty of vax takers have figured it out. After seeing
others or themselves get hit with Covid - often harsh cases - after
taking the third shot, they connected the dots.

But, they don't want to openly admit it. Just like the yo yos who still
buy that fake meme of Mooch Obama being a man and won't admit
it's fake even after showing them proof. 

Funny how that works -- people from any persuasion or beliefs can get
played and won't admit it.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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%

17 Reply"
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I have 3 adult issue and a wife - all vaxxed against my wishes. That
is a sensitive topic here, so it's avoided.

Now the Big Mike situation,  you've got a believer right here. The
world is much more sinister than you're willing to consider. 

BGen. Jack Ripper
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5 8 Reply"
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Well, you can "believe" any fantasy you want and then, there is
the truth.  Just 50 seconds, you tell me where the junk is: First
lady stars in her own workout video - YouTube

I could supply you plenty more pictures that make it clear there is
no male junk.  The stuff you have seen online has been altered -
Photoshopped pictures and Deep Fake videos. That's all. They
weren't even well done.

I suspect a Libtard had a jolly time baiting the Rightwing
producing those - it's amazing how many chugged it and still do.
They're just like the vax denialists.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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3 Reply"

2 weeks ago
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Believe! Can't a guy have a chuckle?

BGen. Jack Ripper
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%

2 7

2 weeks ago
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You believed it until I provided that video. Don't try to
pretend now. Be best!

No_Pretzel_Logic

%

%

5 2 Reply"

2 weeks ago
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I here’s a better video…

https://rumble.com/vezjq1-shocking-michelle-obama-is-big-
mike-forensic-analysis-of-her-high-school-ye.html

Z Freedom
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%

3 7
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Really dumb video...watched 20 seconds. Amateur
nothingburger.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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%
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I'm sorry but that video is really poor.

ConanTheTrollSlayer 

🗡
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%
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 (Edited)
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I didn't watch it, because I never wish to see or hear "Obama"
again. Ridicule is my coping mechanism. 

Edit - the wisdom of crowds seems to apply here. Too many
people feel this creature's sexuality is indeterminate to simply
discount it.

https://www.all-about-psychology.com/the-wisdom-of-
crowds.html

BGen. Jack Ripper
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%

2

2 weeks ago
 (Edited)

# $

fuck the wisdom of crowds, dude. i agree about insulting
the cia-obamas, but

"wisdom of crowds"?

keeper20
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%

4 3 Reply"
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Ok, I watched it. Not sure how that proves anything. 

The wisdom of crowds seems to apply here, where many
people are suspicious of the true sexuality of this person.

https://www.all-about-psychology.com/the-wisdom-of-
crowds.html

BGen. Jack Ripper
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wisdom... right.... whatev

keeper20
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%
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LOL, I think you mean the delusion of crowds.

So much stuff gets spread around the interwebs that is
untrue. It is simply chosen BIAS that get people to believe it
and weak-mindedness (no lack of that on here).

Some guy posted a link last week from a random, nothing
website with a "story" about an assistant of Brandon's who
just died in a car crash. Suspicious! The classified
documents - she knew too much!! 

LOL...it got loads of upvotes (believers!) until I pointed out
that Francis Underwood was the name of the lead character
in Netflix series: House of Cards. Total scam article but,
people WANTED to believe it.

Ripper, where's the man junk in the exercise video?

No_Pretzel_Logic

wisdom of crowds
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%
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>Well, you can "believe" any fantasy you want and then, there
is the truth. 

Sure. Just like some women think its entirely the mans fault
when they get pregnant and refuse to take personal
responsibility for their own choices?

Leonine
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%

1
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Leo - You have some obsession issue and, clearly, don't like
women.  Maybe you should go deal with that on your own
and not bother people here with your off-topic and toxic
comments regarding such.

That would be the responsible thing to do.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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You are a lazy skeptic. If you can't imagine how you could hide
male genitalia in that video, you're just being lazy.

If there's an active recognition of the need to hide something,
they will be successful most of the time. It is the few instances
that they slip up that are worth analyzing.

What is your take on Joan River's comments about Mrs.
Obama?

MasterBeard

%

%

2 weeks ago

# $

I get it. You're embarrassed that you bought that fake meme
for so long. The Libtards played you and it bugs you.

It's just like the vax lovers can't acknowledge that they also
believed too easily. Same pride-on-the-line thing.

The man parts were taped down, right?  Lol, don't
embarrass yourself further.

No_Pretzel_Logic

%

%

1 week ago

# $

You didn't answer the question. 

MasterBeard
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Still waiting for your lab sample on your lungs. Where is it? Name
the lab and sample identification. I’ll be here chief. 

Z Freedom
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Lol, you want a sample of my lungs?  What for, son?  And why
would I give it to you?

No_Pretzel_Logic
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3 Reply"
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no they haven't 

they are weak and will fall in line again and again and again,
eventually they will be denouncing you to the "authorities" because
instead of going against them they will go along but will want you to
suffer just like them

NoPasaran
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Dam, you guys are letting them zinggers rain. It's heart felt hate.  

Xious Respawns
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Stop acting like these are UNINTENDED consequences.  The scamdemic
was malicious and intended to cause mass death.  These people should be
executed.

bkwaz4
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But you see it's always the same story.  People simply are unwilling,

the French bitch
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12 3 Reply"

But you see it's always the same story.  People simply are unwilling,
unable to accept that their leaders would kill them to advance their
schemes.  The U.S. was involved in killing 3000 people on 9/11 to
advance their scheme of moving in on the Arab countries.

This current scheme will even beat Hitler's kill ratio.  My thoughts on
why this happened is that the world's current economic structure is
collapsing.
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%
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you have made an incorrect (thus false) claim. we are willing to
accept that our leaders would kill us to advance their schemes. we
see they did that. we intend to destroy them before they try again.

get out of the way.

keeper20
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 (Edited)
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Authoritarianism must die.

Blanket Immunity is Bullshit.

FUKK OFF
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 (Edited)
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When you post … it’s always pretty good. 

Mustard Tiger
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Are you implying the above post isn't up to par?

I liked it 

EDIT:

The mustard tiger edited his comment in a futile effort to make me
look ridiculous 

He initially said :

Pizza the Hutt

It's usually pretty good 
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3 Reply"
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Fore

SafeAndEffective
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 (Edited)
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I felt sorry for this author and could not even read the whole article. Poor
guy remains delusional in the face of all that has happened.

Imagine World A:  You buy something things at the grocery and afterwards
noticed that you were overcharged. You go back in the store with you
receipt and they happily refund the difference.

World B: You are held up at gunpoint and robbed. After investigation you
figure out who did it and file charges. The lawyers gladly take your money
and begin the case, but you soon discover that the robber is part of a huge
mafia, and that same mafia owns the police, the judges, and just about
every other public body. The few that are not owned are too scared to speak
up. Eventually, you find out that the lawyers who took your money are also
part of the club and were just playing along.

This poor naive author is wandering around in World B begging for
reparations. Do we laugh or cry?

Sad times indeed. 

Tao 4 the Show
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13 Reply"
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you find out the lawyer you retained was the same person that held
you up at gunpoint and robbed you. 

Perfidious Albion
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Robbed twice actually, the retainer was a crime too. 

JohnMc
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3 Reply"
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Yeh, i think they got the message pretty quick that we are not going to
stand for any amnesty BS, so this is Ver 2.0, can they buy us off
instead

OllieHalsall
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Civil suits? They were killing civilians in a power grab. This demands military
tribunals and firing squads. 

Faustus B.
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 (Edited)
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Make crucifixion great again!

Pizza the Hutt
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MAGA - Make Garroting Great Again

allothernamestaken
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2 Reply"
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Why can't the people do it? I know, I know, they are too weak, despite
having loads of guns and boasting about it, they want the military to do
it.

Pregnant man
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COVID cost me DEARLY. My twenty year business working in the car
industry as a specialist was destroyed because of COVID supply
interruptions. I had tons of work and good income. Nearly three years later
and car/dealership inventories are still a fraction of what they were and
customers are desperate to take any car they can get. This destroyed my
business. I am still waiting on a recovery and doing anything I can to make
ends meet and savings are stretched thin. During this time my Mom went
into a hospital for an operation and had severe complications and died. I
was not allowed in the hospital as my Dad and older Sister taking turns
seeing her and were in the room with her and she passed. Only one person
allowed in the room, and other arbitrary rules. I was not able to see my Mom
before she died. This COVID bullcrap cost me plenty. I will never forgive
the biased, criminal handling of this scamdemic. 

fiatfree
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The only reparations I want are perp-walks to the gallows.

Is that asking for too much?

ZIRPdiggler
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Ask me that after they let Alec Baldwin walk with six months probation.

Esso
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After dark at the all night vaccine clinic 

Two lost souls walk through the door not knowing each other,  or what lay in
store for them

As the nurses inject the poison their hands meet , their eyes lock for an
instant , quickly glancing away at the moon hanging low in the sky , visible
through the window,  and the urban smog

In the parking lot on the way back to their cars they meet again,  and share
a few words  , later a dinner date , which leads to more 

On their third date she decides to surrender to his masculine charms , and
he to her feminine wiles

They fall together in a rapturous embrace 

And then , something is wrong,  he clutches his chest and collapses on the
bed , she cradles him gently as he dies , then  , she joins him 

Fabio Lanzoni
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Lol

ZIRPdiggler
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Fabio, get a grip.

BorgNine
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very romantic

Leonine
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"A Tragedy About Vaxxxxecuted Romeo & Julia"        Brought to you by
Pfizer.

No-Go zone
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%
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We don't need reparations, which is a very ugly word to begin with. What we
need is justice. Justice like having people such as Fauci hanged for crimes
against humanity.

It will not bring anyone he have killed back, but it will set an example to
others.

 

rphb
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1 15 Reply"
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You need an enema and even that is more than you deserve.

Johns Flushing
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I'm your enemy, bitch. Say something stupid, I will gut you 

MysterySheepdog
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Like a fish

MysterySheepdog
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killing them has the efficacious effect of stopping them. its a
recommended procedure for murderers since the stone age. if you kill
people, your community kills you back. simple as.

so they had better be prepared for it.

keeper20
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I heard someone say once, and I don't recall who, that there isn't truly
any justice, just degrees of lesser injustice. For example a murderer
can't bring back the murdered, but they can spend time in prison.

Unapologetic
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Who was really the worst?

1.  The politicians, from Israel to New Zealand to Italy to China to Canada to
Australia.  Compared to that most US politicians were no worse than
moderate, though that's plenty bad enough.

2.  Social media, who were already compromised as vicious cowards from
Russiagate, but took it to the next quantum level with COVID.

3.  The MSM, especially American, spreading hysteria and blood libel and
ignorance and stupidity and fraud, 24x7.

None of them "experts" before or after.

I Write Code
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8 Reply"
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Apparently in Australia they just told doctors that unlike vaccine
companies they don't have any immunity for injecting people with
poison. So they're the ones who'll end up taking the blame for the
mass death.

krda
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karma is the beach

NoPasaran
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it has failed to occur to you that the people who planned this (House of
Saxe-Coburg and Gotha) are the guiltiest motherfeckers on planet
earth and have not yet been ceremoniously greased - yet.

when the upstart upchuck is dethroned and defleshed, we can talk
about the others.

keeper20
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I realize that it's not necessarily constructive but I don't want restitution.  I
want revenge and retribution.

HarryBallsack
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many of the perps took the jab.  those perps who were smart enough
not to take it will be evident because they will remain mostly healthy.  i
am willing to watch the jabtard perps go first.  maybe some of them
will strike a blow against tyranny on their way out.  most will just flop
out like fish.

buzzsaw99
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 there is no making what they did right.

VWAndy
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Maybe a GoFund Me to endow MS13 to make things right

bpj
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Nah, they are the ones who Hitlary hired to murder Seth Rich

ZIRPdiggler
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I’m willing to trade Seth Rich for retribution. 

All_In_Check_Just_Kidding
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Nothings going to fix this. I sold my house and moved into a 1br apartment,
one step away from homesteading in order to avoid having a medical
procedure forced on me. I'm still here. The pressure, insults and abuse I
withstood in the meantime from friends, family and co-workers, the threats
of being unable to buy food or participate in civil society, the nasty looks
everywhere i went unmasked have still given me what I can only
characterize as mild ptsd. I was and still am prepared to give up everything
and everyone. I was forced to look into the abyss and accept it. On the flip
side im closer than ever to others like me who didnt cave.

Unapologetic
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Well, there are things that can fix it, whether they are implemented or
not remains to be seen.

I suffered greatly too, lost two jobs, was ridiculed people those I
thought friends; at least now I know who my friends really are.

This needs to be solved, one way or another.

Dash8
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The oldest closest friend I had in the world, a very sweet lady, first
ridiculed me for being skeptical of the experimental jab. I was angry,
but let it pass. Then, during the lockdowns, she went on a long text
rant about the overturning of Roe. Now she doesn’t understand why I
don’t respond to her texts. Saddens me, but I’ve blocked her from my
life. She’s unreachable as far as reasoning goes. 

Fishtowner
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After some introspection, my thought is that this brainwashing
technique only works on people that are vulnerable to emotional
appeal. Heightened emotion overrides their ability to process logical
thought. They will perform mental gymnastics to protect their
emotional response, and any logical counter argument is viewed as
an attack, or 'violence' and is met with an emotional response.
Going back to the Art of War, the only way out of this for those
people is to allow the subject to drop, a dignified retreat, so that
they can melt back into the wallpaper, but they just seem to keep
doubling down.

Unapologetic
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Of course true reparations are not really possible. There isn't enough money
in the whole world. I want vengeance, that won't cost much. 

allothernamestaken
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I disagree with your arguement, but I did chuckle. 

I do agree that something must be done, but first set aside anger and
vengeance, because only then can we see clearly what was done, and
whether some must suffer harms for the greater good.  

 

richarda
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Vengance is His, lets just arrange the meeting.

JohnMc
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Zero forgiveness.  Zero compliance. Zero acceptance.  Period.

bloostar
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Zero Hedge!

PrintemDano
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Meanwhile, Pfizer's executives are in Davos leading in the global reset.

You're not in the club and your vote doesn't matter.

thezone
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All your politicians are there also ... that they are following this garbage.

If you look how the magnetic pole has moved can start too see a
pattern change on how the world is being affected and it is more that
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4 Reply"

pattern change on how the world is being affected and it is more that
than fossil fuels.
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What do you think it is?

NaughtyNancyPelosi
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No idea what is causing the magnetic pole too shift but at 5
degrees per year on a haf circle of 180 degrees that is a big
change IMHO.

The question is do you believe magnetism plays part in the earth
weather or not? Ionized molecules?

Then if so ask any one of these top scientists where they have
included this concept in their data and it will be nobody has!
Then look at where it is moving and how and look at some of the
weather we are getting.

GreatUncle
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If you were forced to take the clot shots by your employer and now suffer
from vaccine injury, lawyer up.

You may never have to work again with what we are now learning....

boyplunger7777
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I walked from three jobs because of the mandates, I have no animosity, I'll
hopefully have another thirty years

to ponder events, so all's good.

paramitas
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I had semi-retired just about a year before it hit so I missed the fun.

I know one guy who fought off all the mandates to stay marginally
employed and somehow he managed to stay employed and
unvaccinated - though he overcompensates and keeps wearing gloves
and masks in public to show people his deep concern and social
responsibility. Takes all kinds.

I Write Code
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Friend told me recently that the vaccine mandate where they
worked has been ruled illegal. Will be interesting to see what the
consequences of that ruling turn out to be.

krda
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I keep telling everyone for the lawyers the next few decades will
be the time of their lives.  The lawsuits will be epic.

MildlyOffensive
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i doubt we have the next few decades

NoPasaran
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It could be that he knows about the deadly shedding of the
vaxxed... and wants to try to avoid getting exposed...

I.M.Notamoose
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masks dont work. gloves dont control breathe.
they are just more fake nwo rituals of control.

keeper20
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I am an unvaccinated covid scam victim and I demand reparations! 

Give me 100 Bitcoin now you boomer bitchaz!

18PGhrirb3EMtWDXNwngETSsXU4My6i9fF

Capt. MegaHash
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No, no first we have to hand it out to a bunch who's ancestors may or may
not have been slaves. The kicker is they were first enslaved by their own and
then sold across the ocean. But hey give them money for their votes or
before the orangutans riot. 

GentlemanJim
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While conspiracy theorists, we are also civilized society.
 

Don’t start demanding reparations and acting like the San Francisco
blacks. 

Aspergers or Sociopath
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Orangutans are nice and gentle creatures...

BorgNine
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Money doesn't fix this.  It must be atoned on a more visceral level. 

HarryBallsack
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Justice, that is the word. And vengeance. We must have vengeance.

WolfgangIffans101
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I believe that justice and vengeance will occur on this.

BUT, it will all get very messy, so prepare your mind.

Keep AWAY from 'jogger cities'; if they can't keep law and order whilst
being subsidized, imagine those places once welfare is a thing of the
past!

coppersterling2022
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a close friend who has since left this world, who endured a portion
of the second world war in france, warned me repeatedly that the
liberal left would be the first to initiate violence.  "mark my words!"

motive unclear
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I believe the word you are looking for is a reckoning.

 

Bogerman

noun A bill of charges, especially in a hotel, tavern, inn, or
other place of entertainment; an itemized statement of
what is due; a score.
noun A summing up in general; a counting of cost or
expenditure; a comparison of items or particulars in any
matter of accountability.
noun An accounting for action or conduct; explanation;
inquisition; scrutiny.
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Yes that's right - if those who authored this disaster were to repent and beg
forgiveness, we could forgive them.

But they won't.

Becuase these were not errors. They were a campaign.

And more are coming.

The question is not whether our anger can become forgiveness, but how hot
our anger will need to burn if we are to defeat them.

8th Estate
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Noose reparations.

Too many lives destroyed by propaganda....

macroman/Tinfoil masker/GG500
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Then there are the "scientists", over-educated nerds, working away at CDC
labs, universities, drug companies and such.  Also statisticians, social
scientists, who should have looked at the reporting and hysteria and said,
hey, waitaminute, none of this is valid, stop lying, just STOP.

And they didn't say anything.

Most never saw the problem.

I am baffled by this, and shocked, and disappointed, and sickened.

I Write Code
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It's almost like these people are not very smart. Like the systems we
have are designed to promote spineless yes men, not the best and
brightest. 

I sometimes wonder.... Would I have gone further in school, if they
didn't lie so much? I grew up in southern California. They would take
us out of class to have assemblies. It was always about global
warming or respecting migrant's culture. How much have we lost
because they turned are best away with their rot? 

(I'm not saying I was one of our best. I'm saying we'll never know, and
there are many more.)  

Xious Respawns
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Well you're younger than me, I never saw a global warming
assembly.

But if I were in grade school now, much less high school, with all the
crap going around, I'm pretty sure I'd tune out real early, I was never
that dumb or pliable.

I Write Code
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The (((jews))) responsible for the entire plandemic narrative will NEVER pay a
penny in reparations. In their twisted minds, they are forever exempted from
prosecution.

eyewillcomply
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Derp

Mustard Tiger
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Aren’t they actually exempted from prosecution?

SassyPants
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Lives cannot be repatriated. 
The TwitterFiles have proven America has become a fascist state. The
joining of the intelligence community, social media, the medical community,
the media, and corporations to gaslight and kill Americans with their
vaccines is  undoubtable. 
 

 

Bunker Boy
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Yeah, I'll take some fvcking reparations for contracting, in early 2020, the
original horrendous, Delta version of Covid that kicked my arse, good and
proper, for a long time.

It is likely that I suffer some degree of lung damage from it. NOW, I have
decent reason to believe I am susceptible to the vax spike protein shedding
from stupid zombies who took it.  I keep getting sick for over 5 months now,
respiratory stuff, and there is no valid reason I should be. It sucks.

Where's my damn Pfizer and Moderna BLOOD money?

Health of Pure Bloods Threatened by Shedding of mRNA and Spike Protein
(substack.com)    The comments below are good too.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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@Pretzel

If it got onto your lung it weakened your lung. About 6-7 years ago I
got a form of SARS and coughed for 4-5 weeks straight, collapsing,
everything and I ended up with scarred lungs.

To stop covid getting onto the lung I nebulize a 3% hydrogen peroxide
saline solution and it keeps the lungs clear. You still get the other
symptoms but you can keep the lung issue away.

GreatUncle
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I had a heavy, broken glass cough for 8 MONTHS, Feb to Sept
2020. Simply unreal.

Was at ER this week b/c I'm having ongoing respiratory problems
for the last 5 months and the Doc could hear light crackling in
my lower right lung. That's the damage.

I'm also wondering whether I'm particularly vulnerable to vax spike
protein shedding from the jabbed.  Have had other reasons to think
that possible.

Yes, I think I should nebulize. Let me ask - what brand, model
machine do you use? What brand of hydrogen peroxide? Thanks...

No_Pretzel_Logic
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3% food grade hydrogen peroxide mixed with a saline solution
1/4tsp to 7 tsp (basically 1:28 ratio).

Nebulizer I just use a rechageable USB one and it works fine
nothing special.

If you have a cough it will soothe it and it may take a few days
too clear.

GreatUncle
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Be very careful with a nebulizer. Your lungs are susceptible to a
variety of ills when breathing vapors. The last thing you need is a
bacterial pneumonia. I'd suggest reading the FLCCC
recommendations.

https://covid19criticalcare.com/treatment-protocols/flu-rsv-
treatment/

BGen. Jack Ripper
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Thanks! I've been hesitant to do it because of how delicate
those organs are and because I have little info about them or
nebulizer use.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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Saline and very weak hydrogen peroxide are not the same as
breathing vapors...  vapors are usually considered organic... 
this is salt spray after a storm that you would get if you live by
the sea.  My ENT told me to spray my sinuses daily with a
similar solution decades ago.

I.M.Notamoose
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did you get jabbed? If so, there's one (or four/five) reason right there
for continued illness.

Juche Tony
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Oh, hell no!  I wouldn't have no matter what but most certainly not
after already having had the disease. Antibodies!

Get this:  a local family, parents and adult kids, who had all had
symptomatic Covid in 2020 decide to be geniuses in early 2021 and
take the jabs. Three days after the 36 yr old took either the first or
second shot she is taken to the hospital for a non-stop, wrenching
headache. She had two brain clots. They claimed to have fixed them
but, a couple days later claimed she was brain dead so the
distraught parents (someone should have stopped them) agreed to
let them harvest her organs. 

That's the first death story I was aware of that I figured was from the
toxic shots. Horrendous - 36! It's been all downhill since with
millions more.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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3 households of 13 in our street have a dead or disabled member
from the jabs. Out of maybe 30 people, so that's 10%. There are
probably others, but they're too embarrassed/scared to tell us.

Juche Tony
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Now, let me add this interesting bit. Starting last Sun, I
developed severe throat problems (like high grit sandpaper),
horrible coughing and, somewhat, labored breathing. By Wed,
I was coughing up green goo which always means infection for
me plus I was feeling infected.

Finally had to take myself to the ER at 3AM Thurs morning. I
felt I couldn't turn down the Covid and flu test they wanted to
give me (one swab tests for both) but, that was my first time
being Covid tested.

Test was negative for both. Here's what I'm getting at: going in
there I had no real sinus, nose or head congestion. it was all
throat and lung.  When I awoke at 11AM on Thurs after getting
home at 5AM, I was very head/sinus congested like a big head
cold was coming on!! How did that happen all of sudden? It's
improved now but, is still messing with me.

I can't help but wonder - WTH was on that swab that my
nose/sinuses became such a mess and so fast? Grrrr..

No_Pretzel_Logic
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last time I had something like that was from a bad aircon
system in Thailand, I worked out it was Pontiac disease.

Could it be Legionnaire's, from uncleaned hot water pipes?
If you think it might be, I think a quick fix is to turn up the
hot water to max and run the pipes for a while to scald the
bacteria off. If you have a ducted air heating system,
likewise run it at super hot for a good long while to kill off
the bugs. And change the filters, if you have some.

Juche Tony
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Interesting, thanks. Just read about both and a major
missing element for me about either of those is not having
any fever.

Some kind of bacteria is messing with me pretty badly.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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So wait … we are admitting Covid was effective now?  And maybe
scary?   So x+y= was Trump not trying to hurt you with warp speed but
truly scared and thinking it had to be done?  If I was President during
such an insane end of the world level scare, I may have slipped up
also.  Who knows?!!
 

Can’t play both sides of the fence my buds.  

Mustard Tiger
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Who are you talking to?  "Covid effective now" - what?

No_Pretzel_Logic
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we dont blame donald asso trump for the vax, he was not on the
covid team, that was obvious. but he is a moran since he still
thinks he can be president while touting the vax.

destroy the vax.

keeper20
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Yep ... they created such a good psyop was easy to be taken in.

Right now though and Trump still supporting the vaxx with all these
young people dropping dead raises my concern over him.

If it was so good why are so many young people dying from no
known reason?

GreatUncle
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I actually think Trump was far more involved than people realized
(or he got played). There's info out there that the DoD is who
created the Covid vax and, if so, that would finally explain
this. President Donald Trump: 'It's The Calm Before The Storm' |
NBC News - YouTube

Which we all wondered about at the time. What storm? We found
out a couple years later.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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imho he knew and couldnt stop it. that is based on the
discreet postings about "99% will end in hospital" that his
minions posted for the two years before covid...

keeper20
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I doubt any POTUS could stop a global project this big and
that's been decades in the making.

What does that specifically mean?

No_Pretzel_Logic

discreet postings about "99% will end in hospital"
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I took D3, Quercetin & zinc & since covid hit I didn't even get a sniffle. 
Caught covid from my jabbed wife 4 1/2 months ago when the cold
weather hit & I hadn't started my vitamin regimen yet.  Plus, don't get
the flu shot!!!!!  The 2nd year I took it I got the sickest ever in my life,
worse than pneumonia.

Yippitykiyay
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I’ll donate my share of reparations to buy lumber and rope to build a
thousand gallows.

I lost family and friends and there are people directly responsible.  

I want Justice, not reparations.

Animal
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Absolutely THIS x 1000000

Shifter_X
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Nuremburg-type show trials and public executions are the only answer for
these evil Satanists... 

Ping_Man
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Kinda tired of suggestions that this was some kind of accident. Thats just as
much wishful thinking as believing "safe and effective".

Why do people always wanna be lied to? My theory, for real, is that it all
starts with Santa Claus. But that's another conversation.

Pretty obvious the gain of function research and deathjab were a planned,
coordinated attack on we the people.

Reparations? Let's hold off on talking reparations until after the public
hangings

Bertrand Russell
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There are two categories of people. Those that orchestrated with evil
intent and those that followed with wilful blindness.

Even if this was an "accidental" lab leak our leaders should not have
been funding and allowing research into dangerous viruses. And the
Dazak's, Fauci's, Barik's and others still walk free. It is a small cadre
that has caused the world's problems with Covid and it has always
been pursued for control... either through the weaponization of the
virus and then stockpiling such for warring purpose or for roping the
world populations into vaccination corrals which is another form of
control. 

Viruses have been researched for control of the many by a few. And
there was no logical reason for the research to advance health science.
Why create a problem that does not exist in nature? There was no
legitimate use for this research. The research constitutes a war effort
against unarmed and unprotected populations. But the warmongers
will never admit this fact. The warmongers drum up conflicts in Ukraine
to keep us off balance and confused. 

 

bsdetector
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Pfizer is the #5 defense contractor to the DoD.

WolfgangIffans101
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Those that willingly lined up for the shot, chastised and ostracized
those that refused the shot deserve nothing.

Why reward foolishness?

Txjac
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The vaxx-monkeys deserve just what they got!

Bogerman
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It would be easy to dismiss them for stupidity but I suggest that
they be given compassion. They tried to survive in a world that is
controlled against their survival interest. If they did not accept the
mandates they would lose their ability to participate in society
and to work. Unfortunately they may have lost the ability to
survive period.

I know it is hard to swallow but many had no choice and were
unwilling or unable to say no. I believe many went along just to
support their families.

Fight or flight... many if not most chose flight. Others... yes there
were many who were and are just too stupid.

bsdetector
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Nope 

F'em!

Bogerman
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The people that took the jab had weak Minds, and they got
exactly what was coming to them.

I would say that if you're dumb enough to think that rat poison
is candy you aren't meant to survive

zerofucks
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These suggestions are akin to making an abusive spouse quit drinking, buy
some flowers, and cook dinner. Sorry, only a resizing of the size and scope
of this behemort government, a return to principles articulated in the
founding documents, and public hangings proscribed for those in
government who dare violate the rules. If those aren't suitable terms, we can
and eventually will shake the etch-a-sketch that is this government and start
again.

pods
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Its too big and their all on hive mind.  Kontrol.  Its like court packing on
steroids. 

https://youtu.be/v2pv0OjDcS8

RecourseNull
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Quit beating around the bush. We need tribunals and top of the list for
the firing squads should be the judges who allowed forced jabs,
closing churches and moratorium on evictions. (And the judges who
created the precedent for states to force jabs, should be dug up and
shot too). 

John Evergreen
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Best comment of the threat pods...

SmallerGovNow2
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Forgive mass murderers ? Not bloody likely.

Dutch1957
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The very worst offenders need to hang for their crimes.

Never forget we saw people separated from their loved ones in nursing
homes who could do nothing but watch them die at a distance without
being able to even touch them.

We saw people not able to bury their dead in a decent and human manner.

We saw people bullied and arrested by the police for daring to leave their
homes

We saw governments using psychological nudge units to keep the
population in constant fear

And we saw thousands upon thousands of people suffer serious injury and
death because an u tested mrna gene therapy was inappropriately used as
a vaccine.

Only a blood sacrifice of the worst offenders will do.

Nuremberg trials 2.0 please, and lets start with some arrests.

Of course none of this will happen until the top of the pyramid is under
severe threat by everything below it

OllieHalsall
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Longtime Fox News Channel executive Alan Komissaroff dead at 47

https://www.foxnews.com/media/longtime-fox-news-executive-alan-
komissaroff-dead-47

Fox tightens its vaccine rule, removing a test-out option for N.Y.C.
office workers.

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/12/20/business/fox-vaccine-mandate.html

And you will NEVER hear the MSM asking whether the vaxx caused his
sudden death.
 

Rabbi Zero
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Yeah, I heard Fix News called his death. Four hours before it actually
happened. Real neat bunch of kids down there at  fix news..

Codery
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wait till this shit kills one of the Rothschild’s kids.   

Perfidious Albion
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We can start to think about forgiveness after the perpetrators are tried,
convicted and punished.  Even then, there can be no forgiveness without
repentance.

NoNoName
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The second part of “I’m sorry” is “and I’ll never do it again.”

Marla Singer
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Forgiveness without repentance is not mercy. It’s permission. 

Fishtowner
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What about the satanic Mask mandates?  I was forced to take a leave of
absence from two commissioned beer vending jobs at sporting venues that
cost me thousands of dollars. 

Masks don’t work and they’re still being pushed by this evil corporate
medical facilities throughout the country. F the this author for forgetting this
injustice. 

 

Live and Let Live
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I still possess animosity toward the formerly respectable so-called experts
who’ve become compromised by their political biases 

My animosity is permanent and wide ranging.  I do not need anyone's
approval on this point.

How can I trust again a media apparatus that guilted an entire population of
people into getting an experimental vaccine while simultaneously being
sponsored by Big Pharma?

You can't.  Ever.  Nothing has changed BTW.  And the next scam is coming.

We all want a way to move forward, because anger only breeds more anger,
not forgiveness. 

I do not want to move forward with these people.  No forgiveness, even with
"atonement".  These are capital crimes.  Reparations, which will not be
given willingly, are not sufficient.

Full discovery.  Tribunals.  Sentences.

In real life, nothing will be offered, besides a limited hang out with the
current system continuing unchanged.

If you want even a modicum of justice, you are on your own.

 

 

Arch_Stanton
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I remain surprised at how people don't take justice into their own hands. If
you lost someone you loved to the toxic concoction then why not make
someone pay for it? The guy who flew his Cessna into the IRS building
should have a statue. Not the best example but still.

S. Plissken
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  The needle freaks deserve just what they are getting. Remember how the
self righteous sobs talked and treated us pureblood refusniks back in 2020

Bogerman
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I was called, "mad", as in insane, by a relative for not getting jabbed. 
She followed this up by, "it's up to you though", so not as bad as some
had it.

"Mad", for not wanting an experimental toxic jab.

 

coppersterling2022
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Thankfully I had support from my mother! She said she would take
one for the science. But for someone of my age, the long term
effects outweighed the risk of actual covid. She’s been the only
voice of reason in my family (husbands family too). Everyone in my
office finally gave in for one reason or another, but boss never
mandated it (in fact was going to defy Bidens order about
contractors). I really feel for everyone who, from fear and coercion,
got it. Looking back, the pressure to do it was intense. 

SphetLovesHotTang
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Reparations is a distraction issue.  The damage cannot be repaid with shitty
rothschild currency.  

Death/prison are the only options. 

desertdog
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You just don’t get it.

to count to a billion takes 31 years none stop.

at the end of this we will expect over 1 billion dead people.

that an apocalypse

Since  when do you just forgive these monsters

NEVER EVER

there needs to be trials and public retribution

THAT MEANS MANY DEATH SENTENCES!

 

 

 

ChrisGold007
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You'd have trouble counting to ten, or maybe twelve if you had the two
extra fingers

DogPox
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This won’t solve the underlying reasons this all happened though. Society
has been made ripe for succumbing to Mass Formation psychosis, mainly
so by the mainstream media. You can have as many people apologize as
you’d like, cut checks to the downtrodden and knock down those at the top,
but when the next crisis hits the general behavior will be the same unless
the underlying issues are fixed.

stinkypinky
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but the issues are partly fixed: the most stupid sheeple, the deadwood
of society, all got jabbed and will soon die, leaving us behind. We're
going to be a lot tougher to crack.

Juche Tony
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nope. the wolf is in charge of the flock. the flock is in mortal danger
until the wolf is KILLED.

keeper20
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Not sure that's a good analogy.

You only need a small percentage of the population to revolt
against the rulers.

ConanTheTrollSlayer 

🗡
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I think some of this will be self correcting.  The gullible will have culled
themselves.

SassyPants
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Screw Reparation's. Everyone Who Pushed the Vaccine Needs to Be Tried
as Serial Killers 

D Nyle
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Try as we might, the populace just had no control over the overlords.  We
asked them to try themselves, convict themselves, and put themselves in
prison.

They refused.

MrBoompi
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'We all want a way to move forward, because anger only breeds more anger,
not forgiveness.'

Forgiveness?  I was never a big fan of the death penalty until the 3 year,
ongoing reign of terror by the fascist covidian cult.  Now I have a list of
candidates. 

It's nowhere near time for forgiveness.

jasonfarley
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F*ck reparations. F*ck amnesty. 

They can all be tried for crimes against humanity and go to Gitmo, while
they wait for hanging.

 

spanish inquisition
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The perpetrators of this attack on humanity are all gathered together in
Davos right now, stuffing their faces and pushing more misery on the world. 

Ralph Malf
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Reparations are for joggers. 

I want vengeance.

Krink26
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Can't see the remnant forgiving them.

The depopulation will be a factor in the collapse of 'mystery Babylon'.

We all need to prepare, especially our minds.  Look around whilst at work or
on the street, and imagine all those jabbed folk GONE.  It is Biblical, deny
this and refuse to repent if you want, but that is unwise imho.

Some of the experts that have examined the studies done on animals in the
2000's using this biotech known as mRNA concluded that in 3-5 years from
the jab roll-out the great cull will commence.

What we've seen so far is nothing as the jabs rolled out in 2021.  2024-2026
is when the real effects begin, and the collapse of Mystery Babylon along
with it.

Good luck to everyone.  Pray.

coppersterling2022
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too terrible to contemplate.  but contemplate and prepare we must. 
this is not over by any means.

motive unclear
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Good luck!

You do not understand how despicable these mass murders are, who will do
"anything, anything, anything" not to lose.

Independent Thinker
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We haven't truly learned the lessons from our recent mistakes if all we're
going to demand AND GET is "a heartfelt apology" like this article suggests.
Giving people their old jobs back or re-enlisting the military or
"acknowledging" the psychological harm done doesn't do jack...doesn't
even BEGIN to give the world's people what they deserve. Healing cannot
possibly begin until the people who knowingly perpetrated all of this on us
are removed from power, tried, convicted and, at the very least, serving
VERY long prison sentences without possibility of parole...and I mean REAL
prison sentences, not those cushy "celebrity" resort-style jails.

BigDawgz

We haven’t truly learned the lessons from our recent mistakes if
we’re willing to continue to pretend that the wounds that were
created by our overzealousness aren’t still infected with
unresolved acrimony.
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Death sentences for the worst offenders...

SmallerGovNow2
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I didn't get the jab, I am retired and can say F-U.

But think of the younger people with families to feed, that would have lost
their jobs, homes, pensions, everything!

That is/was the saddest part. My kids had to go through that BS.

I am old and mad as hell about this. This has changed my mind as well as
millions of others in my age group, about being compliant little bitches, keep
F-ing with us and things could go hot in a hurry!

Time to play
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Someone tries to off you & your family and you are looking for money.  The
Nuremberg Code demands public hanging. First, you hang them and then
you take all of their money.

jcarr5962
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When this is all 'over', the aforementioned will probably be a nice
alternative to what happened to the ones who didn't quite make it to
trial.

 

Chargly 2
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Whoever is in charge has electronically waterboarded me, poisoned
my food, stolen my mail, ruined my house and truck, sleep deprived
me for 2 years, blocked communication with family, stolen numerous
items and money, stabotaged and destroyed our family buisness of 40
years, psychologically manipulated and tortured my kids, gangstalked
me, tried numerous ways to jail and kill me. 

Hanging is too kind. 

RecourseNull
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Snowflake!

DogPox
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The only snowflakes are the cowards that hide behind Justus and
tech. 

RecourseNull
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covid reparations? we aren’t even at peak death yet.  they’re trying to kill us
all, even brown people. 

Perfidious Albion
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Surprise!

MysterySheepdog
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If blacks can get $5,000,000 each plus bonuses for slavery back in the day, 

I’d like $49,724,531 for losing my job & another $25,876,364 for pain &
suffering.

Are we done? 

dojufitz
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who will be the first to start kidnapping members and extorting the
now-wealthy families of black californians?

hahaha

keeper20
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And doctors, what about them?

Well, doctors aren't really expected to know anything, once they enter
medical school.

They just "practice" on you, and do what they're told, and try to apply the 50
year old "medicine" that their instructors where taught two generations ago,
and what the insurance companies allow.  If they do old stuff they are hardly
ever blamed when it fails.  It they express any opinions beyond "standards
of practice" they lose their licenses and/or get sued by every patient they've
had in twenty years.

Some knew better, some whispered things in the dark, a very few spoke up,
but one cannot have good expectations from most doctors.

Perhaps they all need to take a 200-hour online course in how not to be an
ignorant, hysterical idiot and kill your patients, yeah that's the ticket.

I Write Code
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My Doctor never recommended the poison covid vaccine. He said it
was quite easy to make that decision. A little research and his medical
knowledge led him to say NO. 

allothernamestaken
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The only doctors I've seen since the vaccines became
available managed to give me annual checkups without once
mentioning a thing about the cooties or the vaccine, nor did I bring it
up in any way.

This even though the hospital system that sponsors my HMO had
moronic billboards:

So I think I'll shift my medical plan to the local barber shop.  They
mostly stand by the donut shop, and that's a much better deal.

I Write Code

We stand by the science,
so we stand by the vaccine.

Because of science, we save lives every day.
Science shows that the COVID-19 vaccine is safe and
effective.
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Yeah, it's really weird how the doctors just one day stopped
mentioning anything about it. To them, it's like it never happened.
And it's also the very last cause they'll consider (if at all) for any
new illness.

I never took it but I've lost all faith in the medical industry and
professionals after this. 

z530
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> the formerly respectable so-called experts

Nah.  Most of the psychopaths were already known psychopaths.

Nobody familiar with the situation has trusted Big Pharma, ever, although I
have to say they have lived up to the very worst anyone ever said about
them.

I Write Code
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Yeah. I when I stopped watching TV. Just about every other ad was a
"bad drug" class action lawsuit, and the other half were big pharma
pushing newer drugs, and soon will be part of new "bad Drug"
commerials. Dog chasing its tail.
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Let's keep this simpler.  Let's have public executions of these miscreants by
public stoning.  And, make their families pay for providing the stones.

Stormtrooper
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Can we use mechanical advantage to throw really big stones?

Pizza the Hutt
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Why not use the mechanical advantage to throw the bad guys and
bypass the whole stone thing?

I'm thinkin' trebuchet. Just spit-balling.

Esso
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I can't disagree with your idea

Pizza the Hutt
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It'll save a lot of Diesel and labor moving rocks around. It's a
"green" solution. Gretta would approve.

Right before we throw her.

Esso
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We could get that same supplier who was providing the pallets of
bricks for the 2020 mostly peaceful riots.

secretargentman
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Pikes are easy to make, costs no money.

SassyPants
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2 more years for the jabs to work into the body and we'll see what this has
done to mankind 

Miniminer1
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Reparations and capital punishment for the pushers of "vaccines" and
deadly "medicines" like Remdesivir.

Unknown
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I get myocarditis just looking at mRNA.

???ö?
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Lol!  Nice one!

At least we might be eligible for a free catheter.  Just call 1-800-ouch. 

Mustard Tiger
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Never forget.  Never forgive.  

Saba999
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Don't forget to dole out justice either ..

Captain Nemo de Erehwon
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Reparations are one thing.  All media, doctors, nurses, government
"officials" and anyone and everyone who pushed this scam need to be
HANGED.

Shifter_X
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Right. Nothing less wil work.
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